musicians he respected. They rehearsed for four days at Kare Kare above a gothic beachfront, best known as the setting for the film The Piano, and then performed five concerts at St James Theatre in Auckland. The band was formed to break up. It was a super-group for an accelerated media age. Neil Finn confirms that, the idea was to put on a special event, in Auckland, a series of shows out of the ordinary in my hometown. I thought it might be possible to bring together an unusual lineup of musicians from different bands, all people I've got to know over the years and whose music I admire. I thought we could rehearse a set, put on some shows and break up before anything went wrong. It would be a chance to step outside our regular lives and have a busman's holiday if you like, a good laugh and an intense musical experience. I made some phone calls, people seemed to like the idea of a Pacific adventure, the timing worked for everyone and one by one all these good people came on board. And along with family and friends and a whole bunch of support crew we gathered in late March 2001 for rehearsals in a barn outside of Kare Kare beach. We had to discover what we could become, given only a few days and just the combined will to make it sound good. Marr's solo career has been of a distinct and selective order, leaving his mark on a suite of singles, albums and bands. From The The's "The Beat(en) Generation," to Electronic's "Getting away with it," Billy Bragg's "Sexuality" and the Pet Shop Boys' "My October Symphony," Marr is a guitarist who has transformed songs through a disruption and reinterpretation of rhythm. There is a clear parallel between Johnny Marr and David Crosby.
After leaving the Byrds, Crosby recorded with friends and played an array of gigs without the anchoring commitment of a band. Significantly, after leaving The Smiths, Marr visited Crosby and transformed himself in the "super sessioner"
3 through The The, The Pretenders and Electronic. However the few days he spent in Auckland, performing in a group that would rehearse only to break up, provides a postmodern twist on the Crosby narrative. This article takes Johnny Marr's presence and performance at the 7 Worlds Collide concert as a motif and metaphor, investigating how both music and memory travel from the first industrial city to the Antipodean edge of Empire. The exclamation mark was not meant to be ironic, but underlined that the "rule" of Britannia was not as secure as the gleaming Union Jack cover suggested.
If you don't tell anyone
Musical topographies summon a landscape of memory, recycling lyrics, melodies, samples and remixes. The concert in Auckland was a collision of The Smiths, Split Enz, Crowded House, Radiohead and Pearl Jam, repackaging history and leaving spaces for countermemories and resistance, but also consumerism and capitalism. To study popular music and its relationship to place requires a mapping of metageographies and the cultural
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Increasingly, as governmental policies aim to develop entrepreneurial rather than social welfare initiatives, cities are sites of marketing and consumption, not collectivised political struggle. It is important to remember that Manchester, the fount of the Smith's music, was also the source and base for Friedrich Engels' writings about the scars of industrialisation.
Sarah Champion was even more evocative in her city imaging: "Built in an industrial revolution; painted grey by Joy Division, red by Mick Hucknall and blue by Man City.
Morrissey opened up a misery dictionary, while Happy Mondays nick-named it
Madchester." 16 The imaging of places-the use of marketing and government policies to render places unique-utilises the creative industries, tourism and sport to forge specificity and restructure an urban economy. 17 Such attention not only sells the city but aims to promote local economic development. These policy initiatives resonated in (post)industrial England, where it has been necessary to re-inscribe the landscape and permit new economic initiatives to develop. 18 The relationship between music and cities is important, conscious and promotable. Andrew Blake realised that "we associate music with places, often enough we quite deliberately make music to fit them." 19 Cities are not only stopovers in a trade route: a musical route can also be tracked. A cartography of music-or a mapping of a beat-offers insight into urban and media studies. Architects, urban planners, politicians, local governments and engineers all organise space, but an attention to music facilitates an awareness of how cities are lived in, and living. There are fine analyses of city music. The
Auckland concert serves as a model for linking these investigations.
Probably the finest book written on city music is Barry Shank's Dissonant identities:
the rock 'n' roll scene in Austin, Texas. 20 It is comprehensive, ethnographic and sensitive to changing urban and rural relationships. Austin's music is characterised by a desire to work through the ambivalent meanings of Texas and being Texan. As Shank realised, the rock 'n' roll scene in Austin, Texas, is characterised by the productive contestation between these two forces: the fierce desire to remake oneself through musical practice, and the equally powerful struggle to affirm the value of that practice in the complexly structured late-capitalist marketplace. 21 What makes this study so important is that Shank adds new meanings and sites to research into a music scene, including record stores, nightclubs, rehearsal rooms and streets. He also recognises the crucial role that student consumers play in the music industry.
Similarly, Manchester's-and particularly Salford's-immigrant cultures initiated diverse musical and stylistic influences. Distanced from the media domination of London,
Manchester's reimaging is rewriting its social and economic fabric and future. As Dave
Haslam realised, Manchester, like England, is now re-creating itself, looking for a new role, a life without manufacturing industry. Like a middle-aged man made redundant after a lifetime in a factory, Manchester is either facing years drawing charity, welfare and government handouts, or it's going to retrain, reorganise, and find something to keep it occupied. 22 When leisure becomes a business, the new jobs in entertainment, tourism and the service industries are pivotal to economic survival. Manchester is known for its music and football, but these successes allow a suite of other industries to thrive in design, fashion and hospitality. Disconnectedness is a trigger for creativity. Moving beyond England and the The most evocative of popular music freeze-dries feelings, capturing a crying scrag, murmured whimper, or passionate embrace. Frequently, the lyrics are understated and in a minor key. Arguably The Smiths most effectively mobilised this combination and while occasionally they overplayed the emotional suit through the try-hard humour of "Girlfriend in a coma," they managed to balance pathos and revelation. Their greatest song "There is a light" claims gritty urbanity as its palette: double-decker buses, darkened underpasses and familiar strangers. It is a Manchester of Antipodean imagining. Sonic rules morph and change. As Neil Finn stated in the opening of the concert, "we can do anything we want tonight. We just decided that." 25 In such a context, the popular cultural pieces do not quite align, and are transposed and reframed within a transported context. Movement is intricate and important to any understanding of contemporary music.
Too often studies of a national music, or even a local sound, can spill from celebrating specificity to validating xenophobia. Such insularity is avoided when seeking out the alternative voices and views of immigrants which subvert simple labellings of centre and periphery. For example, Roy Shuker argued that Despite its small scale, the NZ music industry is a useful example of the tensions that exist between the centre and the periphery in the global music industry. It also provides a test case of the validity of the cultural imperialism thesis, and illustrates debates over the nature of local and cultural identity vis-à-vis trends towards globalization in the culture industries. 26 The convergent relationships between place and music are always more complex than a centre and periphery model can allow. Johnny Rogan stated that "pop music has always been about 'cultural imperialism.'" 27 While a discussion of sexuality triggered this statement, it is One of the reasons that Australian racism and xenophobia is so virulent is that the word "Australian" needed to be translated from a nineteenth-century application to indigenous communities, and changed into a noun to describe a white national citizenry. In one century, the word "Australian" was transformed from signifying blackness to connoting Marr, on stage in Auckland, dipped back to a pop-rock past that he shared with The Smiths.
As he moved through space, he also moved back in time. There was also a context for this selective forgetting of electronica.
After the 1997 election, Britpop provided the soundtrack to a supposedly New Britain.
This was a soundtrack from the past, a yearning for colonial simplicity. Britpop was a misnaming and it was not simple oversight. Englishness requires Britishness to prop up a sense of empire and greatness, justifying the contradictions and excess. This yearning for colonial simplicities, when the pink bits on the map were securely part of the empire, was Such judgments are increased through the globalisation of i-tunes.
In such a semiotic environment, "There is a light" is more than a song or a metaphor.
It is a method to track and trace popular memory. It is also the song that propelled Marr understand our experiences outside the truths peddled by the powerful. We may-for an instant-trust a feeling of joy, empathy and agency. There is, indeed, a light that never goes out. That light may flicker, but like the best of pop music, it returns to remind us to trust memories and guard emotional soundscapes from the past.
